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The
Researchers’
Own Stories

W

here do gay community-based researchers come from? What are their stories? The cover photo is no incidental nostalgic view; a footbridge over the
Otonabee River was part of the youthful landscape of more than one contributor to
this publication.
The footbridge could be a metaphor for community-based research. Footbridges
exist for the community; no powerboat or ferry provided—though if you’re lucky you
might have a canoe.
A footbridge allows for human contact: a place to gather stories; also perhaps
detail how many walk over the bridge in a day—or linger on the bridge in the moonlight. Where a researcher can become an interpreter of community. Where old-world
values that exclude gay men can be replaced by shared personal narratives; where we
can create new positive values.
To what extent are we shaped by our past experiences? What can we learn when
we make ourselves the subject of study?

The
Researchers’
Own Stories
Craig Barron
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How to Live
with Stories

Part 1: Master debater
“The fact is that, despite its mathematical base, statistics is as much art as it is a
science. A great many manipulations and even distortions are possible within
the bounds of propriety. Often the statistician must choose among methods,
a subjective process, and find the one that he will use to represent the facts.”

Travis Salway Hottes

– Darrell Huff, How to Lie with Statistics, 1954

I
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first discovered research through high
school debate. I was a scrawny, awkward kid, and a diligent student, so debate
club was a natural fit. We met two nights
a week in our high school library, five or
six of us, all misfits. Think of The Breakfast
Club, except no-one was popular or rebellious—in fact, we would have been horrified in any of us wound up in detention.
My high school was in Spirit Lake, Iowa,
a Midwestern town of 4,000 people; according to the Census the town’s population was 99% white, which means there
were allegedly 40 people of colour living
there, though I only ever met one.
I practiced Lincoln-Douglas (LD)
debate, named after the Great Debates
of 1858, between future-President Abraham Lincoln, then running for Senate,
and incumbent Senator Stephen Douglas. In LD debate, righteous young
keeners like myself were evaluated on
their ability to research and develop
well-structured, supported, and delivered arguments, taking the affirmative or
negative stance on a predetermined moral issue. In 1992, the year I joined debate club, the LD topic was: Resolved: the
principle of majority rule ought to be valued

above the principle of minority rights. I fervently argued the affirmative—I should
mention I was also a Young Republican—and made it far in the Iowa LD
tournaments that year.
The secret to LD debate is narrative.
If you construct a story with relatable heroes, detestable villains, and compelling
conflict and resolution, you are sure to win
over the judges. Master debaters (the painfully obvious pun was often traded among
those of us in LD, despite our otherwise
prudish, straight-laced behaviour) ground
their arguments in extensive research, but
we all knew that the most cunning LD
debaters charismatically arouse emotion
and passion, like a good story.
As a Young Republican, I had a number of potent narratives available for the
picking, but I was most inspired by “Gopher” from the TV sitcom The Love Boat.
Fred Grandy, the actor who played Gopher, happened to be the representative
for Iowa’s fifth congressional district, my
district, and I got to interview him for a
sixth-grade class project a few months after the 1992 Republican presidential caucuses. Gopher passed the Republican litmus test by opposing threats to the (white,

Christian) majority, like immigration and social spending. But he was also a moderate, who
worked to keep in check homosexual-hating
radical Republicans like Pat Robertson. Most
importantly, though, Gopher was an actor-turned-politician with a great smile. I
thought he was a nice guy, persuasive but
reasonable.

Part 2: Slippery stories

S

ix years later, I found myself starting university in Berkeley, California. Gopher had given up politics
to earn a six-figure salary as CEO of
Goodwill Industries. And I started
to encounter very different narratives than those of my Midwestern
childhood. My college roommates
were members of the Spartacist
League, a Marxist political group,
active in labour organizing. From
their perspective, Gopher might
as well have been best buddies
with Pat Robertson—moderate
(not to mention liberal-democrat) policies are meant to appease the working class, and
ultimately maintain control
in the capitalist class, so the
Spartacist story goes.
Still inspired by Goodwill Gopher, while swayed
by the Spartacists, I sought
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a middle road. I found it in social work.
Social work offered a helping model that
suited my own Midwestern, middle-class,
Republican-turned-socialist biography.
One might say I was conscripted into the
discipline, called upon to now atone for
my complicity in the Republican Revolution in the 1990’s. My classmate circles
were chock full of social justice causes
to choose from, as I charted my middle
road. I joined Take Back the Night. I started volunteering for sexual education and
HIV policy groups on campus. I recycled
used computers, installing them in the
homes of low-income families in southwest Berkeley. If I was appeasing the disenfranchised working classes, I was also
shedding my conservative roots, finding a
new story.
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The problem was the stories were
all too slippery. After the airliners went
down September 11, 2001, my social circles began to fracture. Everyone, from
Gopher to Spartacists, found stauncher
positions, more hardline stories, which
now seemed to me unsteady and unreliable. Much of my Midwestern family
aligned with Gopher, who had moved
on from Goodwill to host a conservative
radio show, where he rode the current of
anti-immigrant, anti-terror, anti-Muslim narrative that seemed to sweep rightwing American politics. I plodded along
post-graduation, finding work in HIV
service and gay health organizations,
doing outreach in bathhouses and at gay
Pride, still seeking redemption.

Part 3: Statistical salvation

S

tories couldn’t sustain my path into
a social work career. Too slippery,
too disagreeable. So I found statistics.
Statistics are irrefutable. They tell the
truth. In 2006 I was now in Montreal,
safely studying epi. Notwithstanding the
bourgeoning field of social epi, as a discipline epidemiology prides itself on being atheoretical. No story, just the facts,
ma’am. Statistics were also immune to
political persuasion. The anti-Muslim
current was now entrenched as an immigrant-as-terrorist narrative, after six
years of W’s presidency. But statistics
remind us that Muslims perpetrate less
than 10% of terrorist attacks in America!
Irréfutable, n’est pas?
My first applied study in statistics used
a method for detecting between-group
differences. I wanted to understand how
factors associated with needle-sharing

differed between men and women who
injected drugs. I was giddy when I saw
my first significant p-value. I whipped
up a report, eager to share the findings
with my supervisor, but was dismayed to
receive her reply: “Travis, excellent work
on the detailed data summaries, but the
report lacks a clear narrative.”
I continued my relentless pursuit of
p-values for years. While I always opted
for socially-oriented research questions,
in line with my LD debater and social
work past, I nerdily dug into tantalizing
new statistical methods whenever possible—geospatial epidemiology, structural
equation modeling, multilevel regression—convinced that each progression
into methodological depths would guard
against inconvenient or incompatible
stories.

Part 4: How to live with stories

T

wenty-three years after my fateful
interview with Gopher, I sat down
to a very different sort of interview.
As part of my doctoral research I was
talking with gay men who had attempted
suicide, asking to hear their life-stories.
I initially resisted this type of qualitative research. I reached to surveys—and
was lucky to find a few—that measured
the factors I hypothesized were causing

the high rates of suicide attempts in my
community. But every time I pitched my
study, I heard the same reply, even from
hardline epidemiologists in my department: “I think you must use qualitative
methods to answer your question.”
I relented but was petrified of my first
interview. My fear quickly dissolved, as
the interviews required little facilitation;
participants were eager to talk. The real
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battle was working with the transcribed
data. What was true? What was significant? Definitely more art than science.
Over time, I started to hear something in
the interviews that was more than argument, statistic, or statement of fact. One
storyteller’s words: “When I feel like my
life is less than half full, that’s when I get
into harmful ideas … but I have a business, it’s mine, it’s my own, it’s my identity. It hasn’t made me sustainable, but
whenever I think about it, I think that
I’m an educator … it’s teaching people
about culture. So this is something very
unique and original about myself. And

regardless if this is sustainable or not,
this will always be my identity.”
Suddenly, stories like this emerged,
and soon they bubbled, flowed, even
gushed out. The stories carried their narrators through times of distress and crisis. They made parts of these men’s lives,
even whole lives, knowable, sustainable.
These stories were not constructed to
persuade, and they weren’t concerned
with reason. When I eventually stepped
back from the transcripts I saw that the
stories were showing me how to live. In
fact, they had been there all along.

Travis Salway Hottes is a PhD student, public health researcher, and all-around nice
guy. At the moment, he is especially interested in stories about LGBT suicide, while
maintaining a healthy habit of constructing statistics.
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I

had no interest in becoming a researcher while I was growing up. Researchers
wore white coats and worked in science
labs. Hiking the wilds in cut off jeans and
a t-shirt was more my style. Back then I
would have said that I wanted to be a
writer. But, I knew so little about what
that really meant in those days.
Even so, my first job at fifteen had all
the beginnings of a researcher’s mind.
Washing dishes: mountains of them,
by the hundreds, three times a day at a
wilderness camp for boys. The work was
tedious and repetitive, but located in the
majestic backdrop of a Haliburton lake
and its islands, just south of Algonquin
Park. “Paradise, if it wasn’t for the campers,” so it was said.
Camp was down twenty winding
miles of dirt road to the nearest hydro
pole on a highway to nowhere. It had
been a 5,000-acre timber reserve before
it was repurposed for recreational use and
it was still being logged in the winter to
earn income for the camp’s operations. It
was billed as a “rugged wilderness experience for boys who might not otherwise
get to leave the city over summer”.
You could see across the lake, out
toward the islands, from the massive
1950’s post and beam dining hall, built
by Toronto’s finest children’s charities,
and where all the comings and goings of
camp life converged. From the kitchen,
I had an unusual perspective on it, seeing the lake through the feeding crowd,
slightly removed from the core staff and,

of course, lower in status. “Kitchen boys”
weren’t supposed to be wilderness voyagers or canoeists: “just bus the tables, wash
the dishes and do whatever the cook says,
eh”. But access to the lake and boats was
the main reason I went for the lowliest
job in the woods.
So, a bit of tension arose that summer as I began to enjoy the lake: strong
swimmer; able canoeist; avid sailor; carries a forty pound pack over uphill portages. “Waste of talent washing dishes.”
Eventually it got around that I measured
up with the rest of the voyageurs. That
got me an unprecedented two-week trial
as a counsellor in training.
I suppose I will never know what the
other kitchen boys thought of that. I do
know this though: in all the later years
that I was a bush guide, canoeist, swimming teacher or lifeguard, I never lost the
stain of having started at camp as a kitchen
boy. In fact, it was usually how I was introduced to newbies: “Started in the kitchen
and now he’s running the place, eh.”
There was always that bit of angularity at play in my experience at camp,
though I loved life in the woods more
than anything I could imagine at the
time. Some might have thought a little too much. But trekking through the
wilderness with packs of boys demanded
immense discipline, not only in tracking
and documenting where we were at any
given moment but also keeping an eye
out for dangers and the ever present potential for injury or drowning.

The Origins
of My
Outlook on
Ordinary
Life
Terry Trussler
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Without a doubt, though, camp
was an exquisite setting and socially, very
nurturing. The staff was chosen from the
cream of Toronto high schools based on
marks, skills and talent. All the better if
you could sing and play a guitar—and I
picked that up fast. Truly, I have never
again witnessed another more thriving,
supportive or harmonious community.
There was a special way of doing
things and a language that belonged to
that place. In a camp set up for hundreds
of boys and a staff made up of slightly older teenage boys, there had to be systems
of authority and control: “the pecking
order” some called it. The camp “chief ”,
though first in charge, always seemed
to be an awkward agent of the head office in Toronto, with little connection to
boys, teenagers or even the wilderness.
His main role in the place was to effect

a look of authority at the head table in
the dining hall with his wife and the record-keeping, money-counting, admin
staff.
The legendary leader, however, who
knew about everything and everyone,
was the camp’s aging “founder”. He had
been demoted to camp “ranger” following a personal collapse when a camper
drowned after falling in the lake in the
midst of a seizure. He always took up the
same spot with his wife in a middle table, usually surrounded by the oldest of
the staff boys, cracking jokes and trading
puns, often to gales of boisterous laughter. You need not have been a sociologist
to notice the difference between official
and real authority in the camp dining
hall.
I was always noticing things like
that. The camp people and its social order would often fuel long bedtime conversations with my roommates: “Who
is really running this place?” the basic
underlying question. It was a very good
question. How does a protective society
develop and take hold among a group
of teenagers taking care of hundreds of
boys over a summer in the deep woods,
with minimal adult supervision?
One of my tent mates was already
reading philosophy in high school. So
we talked Hegel, Heidegger, Kierkegaard and others long into the nights. I
had not read a word of it but the concepts
amazed me: “being”, “being there” and
“being conscious”. Such ideas were early

awakenings to the root conditions of ordinary life. My quest was about freedom.
What freedom is turned out to be a
much bigger deal than I ever could have
imagined. I can still remember a series
of vivid dreams over the summer before
starting my first year at university. In one,
I saw myself chained to the brick wall of
my high school, straining to break free,
struggling to find the right words to an
incantation that would supposedly open
the shackles. We were mid-way through
a week-long canoe trip when I had that
dream. There were long stretches across
barren lakes and nothing else to ponder
but its meaning against the rhythm of
the paddle and the dazzling sheen of the
sun across rippling water.
When I finally did reach campus in
September, I made a radical shift in my
planned program. As the first Canadian

born son of an Eastern European immigrant family, and usually at the top of my
grade, it was always expected that I would
take medicine, or at least dentistry. But
when I registered for first year, instead of
“pre-meds” I actually opted for sociology
and political science. My parents were
stunned. “Does that mean you’re going to
be a politician?” “Well no, I just want to
study freedom and authority.”
Within weeks I was knocking on
doors with an interview schedule and
clipboard conducting my first survey in a
hands-on research methodology course.
The prof broke up the undergrad class
into teams led by graduate students, each
with different precincts of the city to survey by random selection. To my way of
thinking it was just an urban canoe trip
with a bit more rigor in the planning and
documentation.
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But the greatest thing about university for me was that it ended in April,
leaving a lot more time for camp. A few
of us staff boys would gather there in
early May with the founder and his wife
to open up the buildings for the coming
summer: just six or seven of us forming
a family of convenience in the middle of
nowhere. We repaired dozens of canoes,
painted a hundred small boats, cleaned
the mice out of cabins and generally
anything else that needed to be done—
lots of tedious work in which there was
nothing much to think about beyond my
favourite theme: freedom and authority.
One day we received a memo from
head office querying a long list of defi-
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cient and broken items, some of them in
multiples, which we had sent in to order
replacements. “Why all this equipment?”
One of our pre-camp crew scrawled a
hand written reply over the memo and
sent it back: “Rakes for raking, shovels
for shovelling, axes for chopping …” Of
course the response from head office was
red hot with a threat to fire the person responsible. The founder and his wife found
it all hilarious and of course, no-one ever
breathed a word of who actually replied.
Ordinary, seemingly insignificant, vignettes like that have stayed in my memory through the years and there were
many, many more. Life observed in a
particle of society: camp life in the midst

of wilderness was my social petri dish.
The deeper into my studies at university,
the more I saw into that miniature world.
Inspired by A.S. Neill, of Summerhill
school fame, I began to experiment with
freedom in my practices with my campers, by destabilizing my own authority.
Instead of making up their program
for them, my team encouraged our campers to choose among many potential
options: archery, canoeing, swimming,
survival training, etc. If they wanted
nothing more than to lie on the beach
all afternoon we allowed our boys to do
that—much against the grain of the camp
where “program as usual” was the unwritten but long acknowledged rule. “Idleness
is the spawn of homesickness,” so it was
thought. Funny thing though, our team
began to have a reputation for the biggest
smiles (and dirtiest t-shirts) on the boys
getting off the home-bound bus.
The experiment went along quite well
until there was an incident that led me
to question such casual treading on the
foundations of social order. During “idle
time” one evening a boy came bounding up to my tent-cabin screaming that
one of his mates had stopped breathing.
I bolted out to find a boy lying lifeless
on the ground with not another camper in sight. Fortunately, for all my lifeguard training I was able to revive him,

mouth-to-mouth. Seems the boys had
gotten into “the fainting” game during
their loosely supervised idle time: experimenting with a high you can get from
intentional choking. When trouble hit
they had all run into the woods except
for the boy who came for me. Not a word
was ever said about how it really happened. I pieced it together on my own
after months of reflection.
That was near the end of my summers
at camp. My handling of the incident got
me the job of aquatics director in my next
and last summer, presumably because the
authorities had clear evidence of my lifeguarding abilities. I took the responsibility very seriously and paid a lot of attention to emergency training. Gradually I
learned to reckon with authority, especially my own.
Thinking back on it all now I can see
what a great advantage I had in that experience for the life of a social scientist.
To this day I still think of camp as a model society and the work I did there the
foundations of my action research practice. Much of it is built into the CBRC
and its programs like Totally Outright,
The Investigaytors, Sex Now survey and
the Summit. But more than that, a model of the good life and its actual attainability is embedded and embodied in everything I see and set out to do.

Terry Trussler now hangs his paddle on the wall of his Gulf Island home on the
Pacific Coast and directs the CBRC research program, including the nation-wide
Sex Now survey, from Vancouver.
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Ambivalence I
Francisco Ibáñez-Carrasco
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hated research. Well, I was ignorant of
how omnipresent it is, how unavoidable, how insidious it can be and how it
touches lives, negatively and positively.
Ignorance breeds distrust. Research in
all its wide aspects seemed manipulative and premeditated. It still does. Now,
when I have amassed as much privilege
as a wetback with a foreign accent can
amass, I think one can use research to do
good things. Not easy, but possible. Or
this is the story I keep telling myself.
Community-based research (CBR)
seems to me to be the lotus in the mud
of academia, messy, abuzz with personal
politics, a tad vociferous, a bit too relativistic. I love CBR because it feels like
the everyday, the Latino working class
telenovela that attracts me.

Growing up working class in a military dictatorship in Chile tenderized
me to certain kind of research. I was ten
years old by the time soldiers trampled on
all culture, progress and human rights.
Socialists and communists seemed to be
doing interesting things, protests and allegorical music, they smoked weed, they
talked Marx, they wore long hair and
cheap clothes, they worked with the average folk in shanty towns and dilapidated
policlinics; they mixed poetry, public art
and difficult ideas in sexy ways. And they
were profoundly homophobic. I could get
over that. I did. They changed their tune
in the next three decades. What they did
was always community-based, and they
ran the risk of being discredited and even
killed.

Vancouver, BC was such a sleepy
provincial town when I came to Canada. Little I knew that big things would
happen to me. I acquired HIV within
weeks of my arrival, and acquired a PhD
in a small university called Simon Fraser
in 1999. I met a lot of North American
socialists and communists, well-intended Anglo-Canadians, bleeding heart
liberals, HIV activists and public health
bureaucrats, I met too many doctors
and nurses. Vancouver and HIV have
changed much the last three decades.
I became an impatient “patient” and
ten years into living with HIV, on the
dot, I became a frequent flyer on ERs,
hospitals, and clinics. I lost friends and
tricks and lovers to AIDS. Although I
was turned off by numbers and statistics
and reports and the superciliousness of
academic manners and hoity-toity incoherent and disconnected presentations
from behind elevated podiums, I saw
how authority and credibility were built
on research. I was set ablaze by the stories, the opinions, the rants, the superstitions of those dying, those caregiving
and those attending. It was academic
lesbians and HIV activists who helped
me understand the place of research, its
byzantine hierarchy, and the role of researchers and what research is intended
to do when efficient and well conducted. I also saw a lot of mediocrity, lots of
platitudes and useless data, graphs and
recommendations. I am sure I contributed to the noise too. Community-based

research always seemed the most personable, friendly, accessible set of methods,
ethics and knowledge transfer, translation and exchange.
My sense of inadequacy, never being as good or as credible or as eloquent
or as thorough as the others, made me
choose simpler language and simpler, but
not stupid, people and simpler, but not
stupid, ways of analyzing the world, the
everyday of death and stigma, the resilience and horror of AIDS in the 1990’s. I
am sure others think qualitative research
is very difficult, they have told me so, but
qualitative research with the people, for
the people and by the people comes organically to me. Not in vain, I became a
high school teacher at twenty years old
and a PhD in education at thirty-six.
Even today, I cannot conceive of research
without a message, a teachable moment,
a learning for the “subject”, even learning
to subject to the methods, auscultations
and analysis of others. My most formative experience came when I had the
chance to work in the mythical Downtown Eastside of Vancouver, with drugs
users, prostitutes, homeless and crazed.
They are fast learners, sagacious and
crafty and I have always admired that.
It would be disingenuous to say that
I drank the cool-aid of neoliberal Canadian education without getting intoxicated by the taste of privilege. I did. I
do. On my way, I canoodle with many
a hypocrite and wasted taxpayers’ time
and hopes, but I have also meet amazing
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researchers of all ilk, methodologies and
stripes who are committed to community-based research.
What makes one a community-based
researcher? I like smoking with regular
people outside at the back and get the
real 411 on their reality during a break
from a focus group, a stilted interview or
a constraining survey. I like modifying
formal academic stuff with language and
visual chosen by unsavory people, ethnic people with scars, folks with checkered pasts, marginalized because they
use drugs or sex to quench an addiction
or—perish the thought!—for fun. I feel
affinity even on the days that I hate being
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over-identified as HIV-positive having to
give testimony again and again.
Even when my autopathography is
grounded in my hard past and the everyday reality of thieves and tramps and
trans and whores, still seems too readymade for the decent conference room, a
round peg on the square hole of academic
research. I am glad that national research
funders are now requiring that we bring
people into the research in meaningful
ways. I have great hopes in the CIHR’s
Strategy for Patient-Oriented Research
or SPOR.
Zigzag is not often a career path; it is
force of circumstance. I have never been

bored at work or by the social problems
or people I work with, probably because
they are barbed and torturous like my
life. I have my detractors, especially those
who value neutral research and writing
formulaic manuscripts in third person.
I find resolute and committed allies in
those who value working with technology and media, novel protocols, and opening doors for peer researchers living with
HIV (PRAs we call them) who venture
into our research planet. I am a hybrid
nonprofit and academic, a writer and a
scientist. I am given generous opportunities by communities of folks who trust
me, administrators and researchers who
trust me. Community-based research allows its practitioners to zigzag and I am
grateful for it. Where else can one say, “I
have barebacked” or “I have used crystal
meth” and not only “I have done research
on those people”?
It has taken me really long to call
myself a researcher or a scientist without
petulance and understand the power of
my influence in specific corners of our
small and incestuous Canadian HIV research circles. I am fifty-three years old
and I can now lead some research projects
but I have no academic career of promotions and teaching and that tenuous academic freedom. I am a community-based

researcher because what I do, its results
and impact and by own body of evidence,
my flesh and bones belong to the groups
I work with, sometimes feeling like a
prostitute and sometimes feeling like the
naked civil servants, those sluts, junkies, trannies, those ghosts of dead HIV
persons, the lonely and the ageing with
illness that I invoke and, hopefully, work
for. I am a community-based researcher because I try to influence the forming
careers and minds of the oppressed and
the emerging researchers, clinicians and
public health workers.
The history of AIDS may be destined
to disappear into oblivion and the métier
of HIV research is changing; new models
come in vogue, like program science or
intervention research. I hope they keep
a strong foundation in community-based
research, or we might be regressing. But
I also see new recombinations of ways
of understanding health and how to do
health research, especially among emerging researchers, this makes me hopeful.
Sometimes it feels that young researchers
and especially young community-based
researchers understand HIV better than
the young generations of persons getting
infected with HIV as if it were a common cold.

Francisco Ibáñez-Carrasco PhD, educationist packing social media, social scientist
on wraparound rehab/mental health services for POZ people in Canada who are
already on treatment, lives in Toronto with hubby Benjamin and fat cat Orion.
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Coming
I
out Wrong,
Then Totally
Outright
Michael Kwag
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joined the CBRC in September 2004
to work as the Peer Recruiter for
Totally Outright. I was twenty years old
and in many ways felt completely unprepared for what would later become
the beginning of my career in ‘gay men’s
health’. The concept itself – that gay men
could be healthy, that it could be healthy
to be gay – was fascinating but seemed
something of an oxymoron at the time.
Still reeling from the disaster that was
my coming out experience, which began
just over a year prior, I was intrigued by
the brief description of the youth sexual health leadership project. I had been
a youth leader within the churches I attended: the Korean Methodist church I
grew up in, and the Evangelical church
I joined at 13 because of my belief that
I needed to deepen my relationship with
Christ (not coincidentally when my hormones were beginning to rage). Being
active in the church and coordinating
prayer groups and newsletters gave me
an opportunity to try my hand at outreach and community organizing. Transferrable skills, perhaps?
Fast forward six years to being a 1st
year arts student at UBC, I couldn’t handle hiding the truth of my sexuality any
longer. Depression became a totalizing
force and I made the decision to come
out later that summer. I knew my family wouldn’t take it well, but the rejection
and hostility actually exceeded my most
pessimistic expectations. What followed
was about a year of mounting destabili-

zation in my family, school, and social
life: a suicide attempt that landed me
in hospital and in the care of a psychiatrist and his prescription pad; losing my
scholarship and being placed on academic probation; and falling out of all the
social networks that I had ever known.
My shrink upped the dose of the anti-depressants that I had already been
taking for two years, which more than
anything left me feeling numb, but no
less devastated for the state of my life.
He was a stoic Korean guy who was convinced that a chemical imbalance was
the root of my problems, not the homophobia that I experienced at home.
The fact that I was ‘matched’ with him
for my outpatient care felt like a sick and
twisted irony that only I could see and
understand. My family didn’t technically
throw me out, but the constant screaming and crying made life unbearable.
Somehow I managed to stay in school,
though at a reduced schedule and often
missing class, but things got worse and
more complicated before they got better.
I heard about a ‘lucrative’ job opportunity through the Pride UBC email list
providing “massage and other services”
from a sessional lecturer for a course I
was planning to take. Desperate for cash
and wanting to believe in the possible legitimacy of the work, I inquired and was
told that successful staff earned $4000$6000 a month. I was sold. After an ‘interview’ with said lecturer, who also happened to be the owner and manager of

the ‘club’, I was asked to start right away.
My foray into sex work also served
as my social and sexual initiation into
the gay community. Most of my early attempts to meet guys were fumbled
or ignored, and I quickly learned to feel
uncomfortable in my Asian skin. I was
nineteen with only a couple of awkward
sexual experiences under my belt, so the
first few weeks were terrifying. But it was
also exhilarating to feel desired, and capable of fulfilling desires, even if some of
my clients weren’t exactly guys I would
have sex with out of my own volition,
though there were a few very notable
exceptions. A few weeks in, I was chosen out of the line-up of available escorts
working that day by an incredibly hot
‘walk-in’. It was a moment of triumph.
I disclosed what I was doing for work
to the few gay friends I had to mixed, but
mostly worried reactions. I tried to articulate that it was more than just money
driving me, that I was exploring my sexuality, and by some miracle, I was good
at it! That I might’ve needed to get into
sex work to explore my sexuality (and
provide for myself financially) wasn’t
something that any of my friends could
relate to, but they all did their very best
to see where I was coming from. In the
darkest moments, it was also a sense that
maybe nothing really mattered anymore,
and if I was going to give in to my secret,
shameful impulses, I might as well do
it with a bang. Sex, drugs, and the ‘gay

lifestyle’ were all on the table now that
I had committed myself to sin and was
destined for hell.
It’s true that there were a few unsavory characters at the club, both clients
and escorts, but some of the guys I met
were among the warmest people I think
I’ll ever meet. I also hadn’t expected that
some clients needed me for more than
just for sex, that they wanted some companionship and someone to talk to. After
I was raped (not by a client) a few months
after I started, I confided in a co-worker who just held me as I cried and told
me that I was a survivor. He was about
twenty years older than me and the first
person living with HIV I had ever met.
He was brawny, handsome, and healthy,
and didn’t fit my imagined profile of an
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HIV-positive guy. We didn’t talk or see
each other after I quit the club, but I
still think of him and the patient way he
shared his wisdom with me.
Developing my identity as a young
gay man in this particular context is not
what anyone would call healthy, but it’s
what I had. When I interviewed and
was offered the Totally Outright job with
CBRC, I was too ashamed to talk about
any of these experiences. It felt safer
talking about my religious past, my perspective as a young gay person of colour.
It felt so good to be working in an environment with so much affirmation for
something I had been conditioned to be
ashamed about; but internalized stigma
is something I’ve learned that can take
years to undo, if at all.
Despite all this going on, I stayed
in school the entire time and graduated
a few years later. I made amends with
my mother, who found out pretty early
on what was going on. I was so naïve I
actually put down my home phone on
my apartment rental application, but was
totally shocked that the landlord called
to inquire about my income as a “massage therapist”. My mother completely
freaked out on him but he decided to
give me the apartment anyways. It was
so hard knowing that I was destroying
my mom with the knowledge of what I
was doing, but I just couldn’t live at home
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anymore. About eight months in, we
started talking again and she agreed to
help me out with living expenses provided I quit the sex work, which combined
with student loans and my new part-time
job, was enough to get by.
Reflecting on these experiences over a
decade later, it’s undeniable that the challenges I faced in coming out and dealing
with depression, sex work, and sexual
assault have fundamentally changed me.
Maybe I wouldn’t have ended up in gay
men’s health had I not gone through this.
I’ve often thought about this period as a
completely different life, and to be sure,
it was. I’ve spent so much time thinking
about what my life would be like if I had
an easier time coming out, and all of the
destroyed hopes and aspirations back
within the realm of possibility.
But in exchange for dreams that were
lost, I gained new ones in ways that I
could never have imagined, and they
would be dreams authentic to my gay,
queer self. I’m always reminded by how
lucky I’ve been, to have had the opportunity to bounce back. Not everyone is
given that chance. And in my case, to
transform that adversity into something
meaningful, a career even. Of course, it’s
never been just a career for me. What I’m
most grateful about my work is that it’s
helped me live as the whole gay person I
never knew I wanted to be.

Michael Kwag has worn many hats in gay men’s health and HIV prevention research
and programs, and is currently based in Toronto at CATIE as Knowledge Broker for
Gay Men’s Sexual Health Programming.

Ancestral
Trees of
Knowledge
Robert Birch

My lily-white Canadian ass nestles into the recess at the base of the tree

In spite of illness, in spite even of the archenemy sorrow, one can remain alive
long past the usual date of disintegration if one is unafraid of change, insatiable
in intellectual curiosity, interested in big things, and happy in small ways.
– Edith Wharton

2016: Here I am, near 50, unexpectedly
in the role of doctoral student. Instead
of disappearing into the books I spend
months at gatherings around North
America engaged in community conversations about what coming into this
historical gay moment of eldering means.
I yearn for community. The emergence from this personal and cultural gay
midlife predicament is hard and worthy
of attention. Those of us of a certain age
recognize it may take generations yet to
thaw out from our collective AIDS trauma. I fear that our unique cultural perspectives are rapidly drowning in the rising tides of history’s endnotes. Secretly,
we know the untold stories of our devi-

ating social adaptations provide valuable
resources and guidance for others navigating the crises unfolding today.
When feeling adrift. I often revisit Parker Palmer’s invitation to anchor
myself in the places where my joy meets
the needs of the world. For many of us
gay men these callings used to be found
with and inside one another. For many
of us today, our Vocatio is to be found in
the field of gay men’s health. These seven
vignettes represent thirty-five years of following the red-thread of my own struggle
to make an ally of the beasts of gay grief
and shame—to claim a place of belonging
through service.
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1985: As a horny, closeted 15-year-old
wannabe wunderkind, I am schooled in
the co-conspiracy of story. Older theatre
fags den mother me as HIV inundates
our communities.
1989: I step out of the Children’s Holocaust Museum in Jerusalem. I am choking on grief, guilt and horror. At the bus
station I head down into the basement
bathroom. A young Hassidic Jew stands
at the urinal. His hard cock begs for attention. I bolt. I tell my boyfriend I am
sick and run back down into a stall where
another man blows me. Every day there
after, hours flow into years, I pursue ‘safe’
anonymous sex in public bathrooms.
Momentary connections offer erotic relief from the madness others don’t seem
to notice.
1990: I perform in one of Canada’s earliest AIDS plays, Colin Thomas’s Flesh
and Blood. The young audiences laugh
when I kiss my dying lover. Offstage,
I perform normal for straight folks.
Amongst us however, our lives are staged
by illness. Futures don’t exist when riding waves of death and denial.
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1996: On the day of diagnosis I self-determine, “I am not HIV-positive. I host
this virus.” Illness becomes a rite of
passage. Three months later my theatre
company runs a three-day workshop for
gay men called “Blood Bros” and four
sessions at the Vancouver International

AIDS conference. They announce the
drugs. We’re too traumatized to celebrate. When they come we swallow the
pills with the fear. Wait for results. Repeat. Wash hands incessantly. Someday
when there’s a pill to prevent HIV we’ll
celebrate.
2003: Ed Wolf is a master narrator of
gay histories. I refer to him as my queer
cultural mentor. At 6’6” with size 17”
shoes, he lovingly and largely personifies
this role for many. A day with Ed is a
crossing through time, one spilling over
with laughter, and tears. Perhaps he recognizes in me a younger gay man who
also investigates life through stories. He
asserts we are each our own protagonist
living in stories billions of years in the
making. I never knew how much I ached
for the quality of attention only a queer
psychopomp can provide.
2010: We stroll to the Castro theatre
through San Francisco’s iconic queer
neighbourhood. We’re on the way to
the premiere of the film Ed is featured
in, an era-shifting AIDS documentary,
We Were Here. As he does in the film,
we stop at the local pharmacy window
where, in 1982 a Polaroid-shot was posted of a then unknown lesion. The caption
read, “Watch out guys, there’s something
out there.” Ed says to me as he does in
the film, while standing at the door of
the same Castro theatre so many years
later, “It was already here in line with us.”

2012: We’re a little stoned, hiking in the
Sierra Nevada Mountains. We wind upstream along a dry riverbed. The threat
of fire is everywhere. We stop to rest Ed’s
knees at many of the spots he camped in
over the last forty years. Here, in the late
70’s, his mother and nine siblings sang
ditties on the rock edge of a pond; here,
throughout the 80’s and early 90’s, the
camps where gay men escaped the chaos of a disease-ravaged city; here, where
National Park Rangers helicoptered in
to investigate a rumour of gay Satanists
feared to have sacrificed a small missing
child (she was found, as were the bones of
the previous night’s dinner); here, where
a band of redneck hooligans came to attack a camp of dirty faggots and off-duty
nurses, and where Ed crept up behind
the fuckers and roared, “What do you people want from us!”; here, where these Poz
men dropped acid and shared precious
moments of infinity before sinking back
to Earth. And here, now, our decades
long destination, the Lesion Tree, where
some of those men chose to have their
ashes put to rest.
Ed explains, that trees uprooted by
the torrential spring run-offs batter the
Lesion Tree each year. Where they hit it
bleeds sap. I sense he’s setting me up for
something I need to know and have long
resisted.
He begins to lay down story after
story of these now fabled, gentle men of
a lost generation. Ed makes a point of
sharing the details of one man in partic-

ular explaining how years later the tree
got its name. I will call him Tommy.
One day while camping Tommy noticed
the sap oozing from where the tree had
been hit by the other trees. Ed says Tommy then peeled off his shirt for the first
time in front of his peers. His purple lesions warming in the sun exposing how
the body wears the world’s chaos. That
winter he died. As happens for so many,
his last request was to return to a place of
his awakening. For Tommy and others,
it was the Lesion Tree, their ashes and
our losses nourishing this still living, ancestral monument.
I share the log Ed rests on. He points
to the succession of trees behind the Lesion Tree. Each protected by it, as yet
unscarred, in what Ed calls, “their beautiful indifference”. In their stillness they
await their turn to deflect the ravages of
their time to come.
The quiet buzzes with mid-summer
heat. I get naked. My lily-white Canadian ass nestles into the recess at the base
of the tree. I have arrived in these woods
in the throes of yet another shame-attack
having recently not disclosed my HIV
status to a lover. Will science ever release
us from the burden of this toxicity? Will
the deeper cultural healing begin when
poz people get some role relief from decades of embodied stigma?
In front of this storied tree, I am exposed. Generations of self-reproach rise
up in my throat. I crawl into a fetal position. Is remorse my only conceivable of-
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fering to these men and their memories?
I sit up as if to dignify a spine’s purpose. I
reach above me as if knowing what to do.
This tree self-lubricates its wounds with
its own protective coating. With a finger-load of sap I anoint forehead, heart
and then place a good-sized dollop on
the opening of my asshole. I feel a quiet.
A whimper escapes these lips, the
fever of their stories absorbing my own.
The soul’s weighbridge begins to collapse,
rupturing decades of scaffolded shame.
Through the heart … out the mouth …
into a queer world never wholly accepted.
Heaving out blame, gasping to absorb,

to inherit this legacy denied. The inside
outs, an ecstatic wail no body is meant to
hold in on its own … this desiccated riverbed floods each spring. The dead bruise
the living awake—make stronger, more
defiant. Longing and despair are the lot
of the living.
As this past-present prodigal subsides, I picture my own storied ashes one
day placed at the base of this ancestral
tree. Before standing up and returning to
more habitual realms, I hear my voice ask
this tree, “What small part would you
have me play?”

Soon after this event Birch was asked to interview for the Gay Men’s Health
Coordinator at AIDS Vancouver Island, B.C. Two years later, he was encouraged
to apply to the doctoral Social Dimensions of Health program at the University
of Victoria, B.C. He now works with a team of academics and community health
advocates under the auspices of the Momentum Health Study researching how
hosts of private sex parties act as peer navigators of risk and pleasure.

Ed and me.
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